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Abstract 

This study aimed to investigate what kind of conceptions elementary pre-service teachers 
(EPT) have of the concepts: species identification (SI), biodiversity (BD) and sustainable 
development (SD) and how well they understand the relationships between these three 
concepts. The data of this survey has been collected in Finland and Sweden in 2011. The 
EPTs (186) were asked to describe the three concepts SI, BD and SD and their 
relationships. Special emphasis was given to the use of mind maps or concept maps to 
explain the relationships. The EPTs´ understanding of the three concepts and their 
relationships were studied in inductive content based analysis. The results show, firstly, 
that the three concepts were connected to each other via the EPTs´ knowledge or 
understanding. For example, the importance of conserving the nature and the 
understanding of its function or man´s interest in the nature and understanding of the basic 
biological phenomena were emphasized as important matters necessary for comprehending 
the multifaceted concepts. Secondly, the concepts were connected to each other via man´s 
actions, e.g. when describing the relationships between the concepts man´s actions were 
repeatedly mentioned. Man´s action and the way of living have an effect on the 
conservation of BD. Furthermore, people benefit from BD and take this into account when 
evaluating the importance of SD. Thirdly, it was found that the students had difficulty in 
understanding the relationships of the concepts,  either the connections between the 
concepts were not identified at all or they were not clearly described. Especially the 
relationships between SI knowledge and BD or SD were difficult to understand. Therefore, 
it is of key importance that the concepts be defined precisely and used consistently 
throughout teacher education to ensure that prospective teachers understand them and 
their relationships and use them with confidence. This supports their competency as future 
teachers in subject related matters and pedagogical content knowledge.  

Introduction  

For maintaining diversity of the environment and good life for future generations we need people to be 
familiar with sustainable living and to act in a sustainable way. Several studies have shown that 
academic coverage of environmental topics and ecological principles increases students’ awareness 
and positively affects their attitudes, behaviours, and values regarding environmental issues (Leeming 
et al., 1993; Zelezny, 1999; Rickinson, 2001; Anderson et al., 2007). Teachers have a special role 
when educating students to understand the rapidly changing present and the uncertain future 
environments. Elementary school pre-service teachers (EPTs), future teachers, are an important group 
to be taken into account; to note what they think and know about environmental issues, e.g. 
environmental concepts. Sustainable development (SD) should be regarded in the center of all actions 
and the concepts SI, BD and SD should be presented in teaching and learning of all subjects at school 
but not regarded as the sole interest of any specialty. 

Teachers´ competence is connected to their content knowledge including, among other things, subject 
content knowledge, e.g. knowledge of concepts, and pedagogical content knowledge (Appleton, 2010; 
Shulman, 1987). The concepts related to the environment such as sustainable development (SD) are 
difficult to understand (Dzemydiene, 2008; Parkin et al., 2003). Earlier studies have also shown that 
the ecological dimension of SD has often been forgotten (Hopkins & McKeown 2004) and SD has 
been seen merely as a societal issue (Summers et al., 2004). The environmentally bound biodiversity 
(BD) as part of sustainable development is undefined and is not even a well-known concept (e.g. 
Lindemann-Matthies, 2002). These two biological concepts are value based and multifaceted and are 
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connected to the concept of species identification (SI). It is uncommon knowledge for teachers and 
students that SI stands for more than teaching and learning plant and animal names (Kaasinen 2009). 
Man’s unconscious or conscious observations, identification and classification and naming living 
organisms connect the species to a bigger picture, i.d. their ecosystem and biodiversity.  

It has been shown that over two thirds of the EPTs studied were interested in nature (Palmberg, Berg, 
Jeronen, Kärkkäinen, Norrgård-Sillanpää, Persson, Vilkonis & Yli-Panula, 2015). However, it 
appeared that the ability of the Finnish EPTs to describe and understand the three concepts was not 
related to their interest in nature or to their species knowledge and ability to identify the common 
Scandinavian plants and animals (Yli-Panula and Pollari, 2013).  Based on these earlier findings, and 
on the fact that little is known about how well prepared teachers or EPTs are to teach environmental 
concepts  to familiarize their students and how well they understand the concepts  we aimed to study 
what kind of conceptions the Finnish and Swedish EPTs have of the following concepts: SI, BD and 
SD, and how well they understand the relationships between these three concepts. The research 
questions are the following: (1) what kind of conceptions do the Finnish and Swedish EPTs have of 
the relationships concerning the following concepts SI, BD and SD, and (2) how well do the Finnish 
and Swedish EPTs understand the relationships between these three concepts? We will present the 
results related to the professional readiness of the EPTs to implement these three concepts in teaching 
and learning in school below 

The basic outline of the relations of the SI, BD and SD concepts  

All three concepts, SI, BD and SD, are included as basic concepts to be learned in Finnish and 
Swedish National Core Curricula (The Finnish National Board of Education, 2016: Skolverket 2011). 
As background knowledge for this study the three concepts and their relationships are presented 
(Figure 1). They are connected to each other, and there is a relationship between them. Species 
knowledge and SI have a crucial role in the understanding of the concepts BD and SD. Species 
knowledge is based on SI, the ability to identify species, e.g. to make (un)conscious observations of 
living organisms. Species knowledge forms the basis to perceiving nature, its ecosystems and their 
structure (Patten, 2014). The knowledge of identifying living organisms and knowing and 
understanding their life cycles are crucial to understanding the BD concept (Lindemann-Matthies 
2002, Weilbacher 1993). BD is mainly considered an interspecific diversity (Lindemann-Matthies & 
Bose, 2008), however it also includes the intraspecific, genetic and ecosystem diversities. SD is 
concerned with the ecological, social and economic aspects, of which according to Diesendorf (2000) 
the ecological aspect and social equity are the primary ones. The basic premise of SD is that human 
and natural systems are dynamically interdependent (Dale & Newman, 2005). As a concept, SD is 
heavily context dependent in social, cultural, and environmental situations (Kopnina, 2012). The 
ecological SD refers to the basis of the conservation of the BD and adjustment of man´s acts to the 
natural resources and tolerance of the nature (Hopkins & McKeown, 2004). In this study, the 
ecological dimension of the SD is in focus. 
 

 
Figure 1. The basic relationships of the three concepts of species identification, biodiversity and 
sustainable development, the widest concept is sustainable development. 
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Scientific community agrees on the fact that human activities are disturbing the climatic equilibrium 
on the globe and man´s action is one crucial reason for why living organisms are endangered or extinct 
(Cassar, Young, Weighell, Sheppard, Bomabard, Rosabal, & the World Heritage Centre and its 
Advisory Bodies, 2006; CBD, 2010) and the endangerment and extinction decreases diversity. To 
conserve the BD (inter, intraspecific, genetic and ecosystem diversity) and nature is one precondition 
for the SD (Houtsonen, 2005). BD forms a crucial part of the understanding of SD, but the (concept 
of) BD can be difficult to see as an essential part in reaching SD or sustaining the quality of life 
(Dikmenli, 2010). The relationships between the three concepts are multifaceted, and pupils have 
various conceptions of what nature conservation includes, so EPTs are an important link in 
introducing these concepts and issues for future generations. 
The scientific community now widely agrees on the fact that human activities are disturbing the fragile 
climatic equilibrium of our planet. 

Study design 

This qualitative survey belongs to the bigger Nordic-Baltic research project of which  some of the 
Finnish data have been published (Palmberg et al., 2015; Yli-Panula & Pollari, 2013). The data was 
collected using a questionnaire from one Finnish University and one Swedish University in 2011. All 
the participants (n=196) were second year elementary pre-service teachers (EPT) and they participated 
as volunteers.  All of them had done their species identification studies during their teacher education 
courses a minimum of half a year before. Altogether 117 Finnish EPTs (17 % males) and 79 Swedish 
EPTs (13 % males) participated in this study and 140 answered to the open question Q13 in the 
questionnaire.  15 Finnish and 41 Swedish EPTs did not answer to this question and they were left out 
of this study. 
 
The study questionnaire included three parts: demographic questions, species identification test and 13 
other questions with several sub-questions (see Palmberg et al. 2015). The main material for the 
analyses of this study was the last open question (Q13) in the questionnaire in which the EPTs were 
asked to describe their conceptions concerning the relationships of the SI, BD and SD concepts. The 
EPTs were encouraged to draw a mind map or a concept map or similar (named drawings in this text) 
to visualize the relationships. The answers were analysed using the inductive content-based analysis 
(Elo & Kyngäs, 2008; Tuomi & Sarajärvi, 2009).  
 
There were 61 written answers (only written text, n=61; 35/FI, 26/SE), 31 written answers with 
drawings (separate text + drawing, n=31; 22/FI, 9/SE) and 48 answers containing only drawings 
(n=48; 45/FI, 3/SE). These three types of answers were analysed separately. Some EPTs referred to 
the four earlier questions when answering to the last question concerning the relationships of the three 
concepts and therefore their answers to the four earlier questions were taken into account to help the 
researchers to understand what the EPTs had meant with their answers.  
 
Based on the content-based analyses altogether 19 themes were found. A total of 251 statements were 
observed from the EPTs’ answers, and they were grouped into three categories according to how the 
EPTs had understood the relationships between the SI, BD and SD concepts.  Finally, the EPTs’ level 
of understanding concerning the interrelationship of the three concepts was studied (the concepts were 
understood; partly understood; not understood).  
 
The data was analysed by two researchers. To validate the evaluation a comparison was made between 
them. At first a Finnish researcher analysed all the Finnish data and a Finnish peer researcher 
evaluated 10 % of the Finnish answers and all the Swedish answers. When comparing the results 80% 
agreement was observed in the themes and concerning the EPTs´ understanding of the three concepts 
the agreement was 50 %. In the following stage of the analyses the peer researcher studied another 
10% of the Finnish answers and both researchers ended up with 100% agreement. After this the 
Finnish and later Swedish answers were analysed.  
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EPTs´ conceptions concerning the relationships of the concepts of SI, BD and 
SD 

 
The essential themes in the answers and description of the contents of the themes 
 

There were 19 crucial themes (part of the Finnish data have been published in Finnish language, Yli-
Panula & Pollari, 2013), which were brought up by Finnish and Swedish EPTs in their answers 
(written, written + drawing, only drawing) relating to their knowledge of SI, BD and SD and their 
interrelationship (Table 1). Seven themes (1, 2, 5, 6, 8, 11, 12) were found in the EPTs’ answers of all 
the three types (written, written + drawing, only drawing). 

The most often mentioned aspects belonged to the theme “nature conservation, biodiversity and 
endangerment of species” in the answers of both the Finnish and Swedish EPTs. These three factors 
were kept as one theme, because they all are related to the conservation and protection of the BD. 
Nature conservation maintains BD of both habitats and species, and this supports genetic diversity. 
Consciousness of the threat of species survival helps to protect them. Nature conservation maintains 
diversity of both the living environment and the species and this leads to conservation of genetic 
diversity. Consciousness of species endangerment and threat helps to protect them. The second 
common theme was “understanding and knowing the environment” and the third common in Finnish 
and the fourth common in Swedish EPTs´ answers was “species knowledge as basis for other 
concepts”. 18 of the answers represented clearly the fact that these concepts and their 
interrelationships were difficult to understand. Altogether 19 Finnish and 12 Swedish EPTs´ answers 
included the idea of balance between the issues concerning SI, BD and SD.  Via this balance the three 
concepts are connected to each other. 

 
Table 1. Summary of the crucial themes (n = 19) brought up by EPTs (n=140) in their answers. A total 
of 251 statements relating to their knowledge of SI, BD and SD and their interrelationships were 
observed. The frequency of the themes and the number of statements in categories 1-3 are shown in 
numbers (No) for Finnish (FI) and Swedish (SE) EPTs and total (sum).   

Theme  No  
FI, SE=sum 

CATEGORY 1; The concepts were connected to each other via EPTs` 
knowledge and understanding (147 statements)  
1. Nature conservation, sustaining of BD and endangerment of species 31, 17 =48 
2. Understanding and knowledge of environment  26, 14 =40 
3. Species knowledge as a basis for other concepts  20, 10 =30 
7. Species knowledge plays a minor role  8, 2 =10 
10. The crucial role of BD  6, 2 =8 
11. Interest in the nature  5, 2 =7 
14. Species knowledge and BD as a basis to sustainable development  4, 0 =4 
CATEGORY 2; the concepts were connected to each other via man´s actions 
(50 statements)  
6. Man´s activities and way of living  10, 2 =12 
8. Man´s welfare and the benefits of the nature  7, 1 =8 
9. Attitudes, values and appreciation of the nature  6, 1 =7 
12. Future of the globe and man, the common aims  4, 2 =6 
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13. Appreciation and respect of life and nature  4, 0 =4 
15. Man in the center point      4, 3 =7 
17. Richness of the nature and its uniqueness 3, 0 =3 
18. The importance of SD  3, 0 =3 
19. A personal relationship to the nature  1, 0 =1 
CATEGORY 3; answers representing the issues that the relationships between 
the concepts were difficult to understand (54 statements)  
4. Balance, all these matters are connected to each other 19, 1 2=31 
5. Difficulty of understanding the concepts and their relations  15, 3 =18 
16. No relations between the concepts  3, 2 =5 
 
 
The themes were grouped into three different categories of answers. In the first category (category 1, 
147 statements) the concepts were connected to each other via the EPTs´ knowledge or understanding. 
In this category the importance of conserving the nature was emphasized as well as the understanding 
of its function. Man’s interest in the nature and understanding of the basic biological phenomena were 
also emphasized as important matters necessary for comprehending multifaceted concepts. When a 
human being learns to know and understand the living organisms and his/her environment and its 
function, this increases the interest to conserve the environment. The SI, BD and SD concepts were 
seen as a tool to study the nature and to get familiar with it. 

In the second category (category 2, 50 statements) the concepts were connected to each other via 
man´s actions. In this category man´s action in describing the relationships between the concepts was 
repeatedly mentioned and man´s action and the way of living had an effect on conservation of the BD. 
However, the EPTs also pointed out that the natural cycles have an effect on nature conservation. 
Ideas that people benefit from BD and take this into account when evaluating the importance of SD 
were also presented. Based on the species knowledge, the human being considers BD as useful for her/ 
him, which in turn motivates the human being to act in a way that the benefits can be preserved for 
future generations. There were also answers in which it was stated that BD is declining and species 
have been disappearing because of man´s selfish actions.  In some of the answers the EPTs described 
man´ s right attitudes and values and regarded them as important relationships of the concepts. 

The third category (category 3, 54 statements) was formed of the answers which represented the issues 
that the relationships between the concepts were difficult to understand. In these answers the relations 
between the concepts were not identified or the relations were not clearly described. The answers in 
which weak understanding of SI, BD or SD were observed, SI was considered by EPTs´ answers as a 
hobby of enthusiastic “nature people” or as a job of a specialist and does no benefit all people. In some 
answers BD and SD were only seen as concepts, which were not beneficial to each other. This may 
indicate that the concepts were not understood at all.  

Conceptions reflected via the Finnish and Swedish EPTs´ written answers 
 

There were 35 Finnish and 26 Swedish written answers. Nine of the 19 themes were found in the 
Finnish and Swedish EPTs’ answers of which two themes (9, 16) were found in written answers only. 

Especially in the written answers by both Finnish and Swedish EPTs SI was considered a tool which 
motivates action to conserve the nature (theme 1). Conservation of the environment and its species 
was  considered essential. The relationship between SI and BD was described and defined in 
connection to the nature conservation.  

The difficulties to understand the concepts and their relationships were present both in Finnish and 
Swedish answers (theme 5). This was the second common theme in EPTs´ written answers. Some 
EPTs wrote that they cannot describe the relationships or there were answers in which the 
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relationships were not described precisely, e.g. all is connected to each other. The concept of SD was 
regarded especially difficult. SD was usually connected to the other two concepts, but the EPTs were 
not able to describe it.  

Biodiversity and sustainable development go hand in hand. Species identification is an essential tool in their 
maintenance and development.   

“Understanding and knowledge of the environment” was the third common theme in the written 
answers and the following quotation describes the Swedish EPTS´ thinking  

- If everybody knows what animals and plants there are, it is possible to help and see what species are left for 
the future. There can be imbalance in the ecosystem, if some species vanish. Man has to act so that there is not 
inbreeding.  

SI was described in this answer as a tool to become familiar with the nature and its living organisms 
and even with the ecosystem where they live in. In addition SI is regarded as part of the biodiversity 
(genetic diversity). Especially in some Finnish EPTs´ answers the management of SI and 
understanding BD were regarded as part of the development of the attitudes, values and appreciation. 
Man´s action was also regarded as an important issue.  

Conceptions reflected via the EPTs´ answers including drawings 
 

There were two types of answers including drawings. 22 Finnish and 9 Swedish EPTs answered using 
written text and drawings and 45 Finnish and 3 Swedish only drawings. Besides the seven themes 
brought up in all three types of answers, also five other themes (3, 4, 13, 17, 19) were brought up in 
the EPTs´ answers and four themes (10, 14, 15, 18) were brought up in the answers containing only 
drawing. However in Swedish EPTs´ answers five of the 19 themes (13, 14, 17, 18, 19) were not 
brought up at all.  

Concerning the Finnish answers (written + drawing) the essential theme was “appreciation and respect 
of life and nature”. This theme was close to the theme “attitudes, values and appreciation for the 
nature” which was common in written answers. Worthy of consideration concerning the differences 
between these two themes and EPTs’ answers was that the EPTs stressed general respect to the nature 
in the answers including drawings instead of individual values, which were common in the written 
answers. 

There were four themes in the written and drawing answers, which did not exist in the written 
answers, and one of them was “species knowledge as a basis for other concepts”. In these answers SI 
was kept as basic concept for understanding the BD, its balance and conservation. Usually the three 
concepts were presented equally strongly in the drawings and all were connected to each other via 
lines or arrows. The SI was also shown as a tool enabling us to see BD as richness in the nature. In 
realizing this richness and the uniqueness of BD and the BD connected to SD we may personally 
experience their value and therefore increase the importance of their conservation.    

According to the Finnish EPT´s drawings (one example in figure 2), SI (lajintuntemus) plays a minor 
role among the three concepts, and SD (kestävä kehitys) was seen as the  widest concept of all the 
three. 
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Figure 2. The EPT´s drawing in which all the three concepts (SI=species identification= lajintuntemus; 
BD=biodiversity= biodiversiteetti; SD=sustainable development= kestävä kehitys) were indicated 

In the answers with only drawings, the hierarchy between the three concepts was seen in most of the 
cases and SD was drawn to include the other two lower level concepts. SI played a minor role, 
however, the EPTs regarded it as a concept from which is good to start to express the other two 
concepts. The  BD concept was presented between the other two concepts and this was regarded to 
show its importance and centrality  and to present its value as important as SI. In four answers man 
was presented in an important role between the three concepts or as a starting point to the three 
concepts. The drawings did not show whether man was linked to the concepts as a utilizer, as a 
comprehending or acting person or for another purpose.   
 
 
The EPTs´ understanding concerning the relationships of the three concepts in all 
answers 
 
The level of the EPTs´ answers was also analyzed. The three levels (the concepts were understood, 
understood partly and not understood) were formed based on how the students understood the 
relationships between SI, BD and SD. In all answers only one fifth of the EPTs had understood the 
relationships between all three concepts and the rest had understood them partly (40 %) or not at all 
(40 %). In written answers those EPTs who had understood the three concepts correctly described the 
relationship between SI and BD and showed they had understood one aim of SD - to conserve the 
diversity of nature. SI was understood as a triggering factor for interest and appreciation of the nature 
and its living organisms. Those who had understood the relationships partly were not able to connect 
SD to the other two concepts. In the answers the students mentioned that people start to be interested 
in SD or act towards SD, however, No principles how to act towards SD were mentioned. 
 

Discussion 

In this study the conceptions of the Finnish and Swedish EPTs concerning the concepts of SI, BD and 
SD were analyzed. Most often the interrelationships between these three concepts were described via 
understanding and conservation of nature and from the point of view of knowledge. Even though the 
species are usually more often learned in informal environments than in school (Kaasinen, 2009; 
Tunnicliffe & Reiss, 1999; 2000)  the EPTs connected the three concepts strongly to knowledge and 
understanding rather than to their personal experiences.  
 
SI was often seen as a basis to understand BD and SD and this result is in congruence with the 
description of the Finnish and Swedish National Core Curricula (Skolverket, 2011; The Finnish 
National Board of Education, 2016) in which one central  topic in elementary school environmental 
sciences is SI. Corresponding results of the Finnish students´ positive perspectives towards species 
identification have been shown by Kaasinen (2009). In this study profitability has been explained 
more by man´s utility than as a basis for understanding other biological concepts. In some answers SI 
was seen separate from BD and SD. The explanation for this may be the reduced education of the SI 
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(Leather & Quicke, 2010; Randler, 2008, 53; Kaasinen, 2009) or that the usefulness of SI cannot be 
seen or it can only be seen as a job of a specialist. 
 
In this study nearly all the Finnish and Swedish EPTs answered that BD and SI are an essential part of 
the SD and are connected to the ecological dimension of it. The societal aspect of the SD was 
presented only in some of the answers concerning man´s action. However, these descriptions were 
usually connected to BD and its utility. This result is not in line with the earlier results of Hopkins and 
McKeown (2004) and Summers, Corney and Childs (2004) who found that SD is seldom connected to 
ecological factors. However, the result supports Kopnina´s (2012) finding that this concept is heavily 
context dependent instead of being language or (school) culture dependent.  
 
The BD concept was commonly connected to either SI or SD or both. However, the EPTs were not 
always able to describe the connection of the SI to BD. This can be a sign that BD as a concept was 
not clear to the participants. The result that the BD concept is unclear has been shown to be true in 
earlier studies (Dikmenli, 2010; Lindemann-Matthies & Bose, 2008; Lindemann-Matthies, 
Constantinou, Lehnert, Nagel, Raper  & Kadji-Beltran, 2011). Also the influence of BD on the quality 
of life of  human beings is an issue that one does easily not come to think of (Dikmenli, 2010). Also in 
this study, only a few EPTs mentioned SD in connection to future life or how decreasing BD is 
connected to SD. However, some EPTs mentioned this clearly and this kind of future thinking inspires 
teachers to see the importance of teaching these concepts in elementary school. This is one important 
implication of this study. Acting in a sustainable way makes the life for future generations possible 
and valuable (Malaska, 1994).  
 
Indistinctness of the three concepts SD, BD and SI and difficulty to understand the relationships 
between them were brought up in both Finnish and Swedish EPTs´ answers, which is in line with 
earlier studies (Lindemann-Matthies et al. 2011; Summers et al., 2004). In the answers the concepts 
were shown to be equal showing that the EPTs did not really understand the concepts although they 
were able to connect them to each other. This study also showed that the EPTs´ answers in both 
countries reflected positive attitudes towards SI, BD and SD. These concepts should be used clearly in 
the media. More importantly they have to be used in a precise way during EPTs’ studies to make them 
confident of these concepts and their relationships. This supports their competency in subject related 
matters and pedagogical content knowledge. 
 
All of the 19 different themes which were brought up by Finnish EPTs in this study, were not brought 
up by the Swedish EPTs. The reason is probably that the number of Swedish answers was low to bring 
up all the themes (only half of the participants answered this question). The reason for the low number 
of Swedish answers can be that this question was difficult to the Swedish EPTs or because this 
question was the final question in the questionnaire. Perhaps they did not feel like answering to the 
question. Several blank Swedish answers made the comparison, e.g. in quantity between the countries 
impossible. 
 
In general the conceptions and understanding of the relationships concerning the three concepts were 
more easily analyzed from the EPTs´ written answers than from the drawings. The drawings were 
often mind maps, which were difficult to interpret. This is why the EPTs´ answers of the three 
previous questions were used to clarify their thinking and understanding to increase the reliability of 
the analyses. However, the reliability of the study was supported by using two researchers, who   
agreed in 100 % of the analyses.  
 
The answers to the open question raised clear similarities in answers in spite of the different languages 
and school systems and even the low number of answers. Based on these results and results of other 
studies (e.g. Dzemydiene, 2008; Kaasinen, 2009; Kopnina, 2012; Lindemann-Matthies, 2002) it can be 
concluded and cautiously generalized that these concepts and especially their relationships are difficult 
to understand not only for Finnish and Swedish EPTs but also pre-service teachers from other 
countries.  
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In conclusion, in teacher education the three concepts SI, BD and SD have to be used in a precise way 
during EPTs’ studies to make them confident of these concepts and their relationships. This supports 
the EPTs` competency as future teachers in subject related matters and pedagogical content knowledge 
and further make them more willing to act towards local and global future sustainability.   
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